
OUR 113TH SEASON OF FREE CLASSICAL MUSIC  
CONCERTS FOR THE PEOPLE OF NEW YORK

PRESENTS

ENSEMBLE LPR
TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2018 •  7:30PM

The Historic Naumburg Bandshell on the Concert Ground of Central Park.
Please visit NAUMBURGCONCERTS.ORG for more information on our series. 

Our Next Concerts will be on June 26, 10 & 17 and July 31, 2018
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TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2018  •  7:30PM
In celebration of 113 years of Free Concerts for the people of  

New York City - The oldest continuous free outdoor western classical music 
concert series in the world. 

Tonight’s concert is being broadcast live on classical WQXR - 105.9 FM -  
and via live stream at www.wqxr.org  with WQXR host Paul Cavalconte.

Naumburg Orchestral Concerts Presents

ENSEMBLE LPR
David Handler, Artistic Director

Ankush Bahl, conductor
Tessa Lark, violin

DAVID HANDLER (1980)
Fanfare & Fugue (for a Fish) (2018) World Premiere

THEA MUSGRAVE (1928-)
Aurora  (1999) East Coast Premiere

JOHN CORIGLIANO (1938-) 
The Red Violin: Suite for Violin and Orchestra  (1999) East Coast Premiere

Tessa Lark, violin

I N T E R M I S S I O N 

PYTOR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840-93)
Serenade for Strings in C Major, Op. 48 (1880)

I.  Pezzo in Forma di Sonatina: Andante non Troppo – Allegro moderato
II.  Valse: Moderato – Tempo di Valse

III.  Elegie: Larghetto elegiac
IV.  Finale: (Tema Russo): Andante – Allegro con spirito

CL AUDE DEBUSSY (1862-1918) 
Clair de Lune (1890), L. 75, (arr. Lipton)

The performance of Ensemble LPR has been made possible by a generous  
grant from the Hess & Helyn Kline Foundation



PROGRAM NOTES 

Fanfare & Fugue (for a Fish), (2108), (World Premiere)
Fanfare & Fugue (for a Fish) is a tribute to Le Poisson Rouge on its tenth anniversary. The piece  
opens with a bombastic and somewhat warped Fanfare, celebrating the venue’s mission to revive  
the symbiotic relationship between art & revelry. In the second section, which is entered into without 
pause, two prevalent musical devices in the “classical” canon (and on the LPR stage) are represented  
in counterpoint with one another.
 There is the retrograde fugue, a traditional style of imitative writing in which the music is 
presented and then reverses direction from a midway point and is played backwards – a mirror of  
itself. In this instance the material is “atonal” as it suggests no key, and in fact undermines such 
suggestion deliberately. The fugue is bowed by the strings in the forward portion and plucked 
(pizzicato) by the same instruments when it runs backwards. In counterpoint with the fugue is a  
tonal chorale, centered around a major mode/key and played in a percussive, “minimalist” style by the 
winds, brass, harp & marimba.
 The pulsed, diatonic chorale envelopes and eventually swallows whole the fugue, bringing the 
piece to a resolute but calm close while the oboe and muted trumpet eerily recall the Fanfare song  
from the beginning.
 My faith in music and in listening inspired the founding of LPR, which ultimately led me back  
out the other side to the life of an artist once again, saving me in the process. – David Handler

Aurora, (1999), (East Coast premiere)
….yonder shines Aurora’s harbinger;
At whose approach, ghosts, wandering here and there,
Troop home to churchyards.
Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. III ii line 379
This work was commissioned for students of the Colburn School of Performing Arts, and it seemed to 
me that Aurora – Dawn – or the coming of light, would be an apt title. It would represent the potential 
and the musical burgeoning of young talent.
 The music thus starts mysteriously, even tentatively, with a short melodic theme played by solo 
viola and accompanied by low soft chords emphasizing the note D. These two elements, in a variety 
of guises, keys and continuations, build in a gradual crescendo, till after a brief moment of darkness 
where “ghosts troop home”, dawn finally arrives in the shape of a luminous D major chord. The music 
becomes “full and joyous” and in a brief coda, where the music seems suspended, all clouds dissolve 
and the D major turns out to be a dominant and on the very last note resolves to a G. – Thea Musgrave

The Red Violin: Suite for Violin and Orchestra, (1999)
 John Corigliano was deeply involved in the creation of the film, directed by François Girard. It is 
the story of a violin, stained by its maker, a 17-century Cremona craftsman, with the blood of his dead 
wife, as it is passed through the centuries. The task for Corigliano was to evoke [the different] locales 
and eras while creating a score that had a coherent musical voice.
 In the suite he also wanted a coherent musical shape, and though the music is highly atmospheric, 
he achieved that goal. Corigliano’s unabashed Romantic streak is in full voice here.
 The suite begins with moody, gestural stirrings in the strings until the solo violin enters with a 
simple, spacious melody. A chaconne theme breaks in abruptly: a series of thick, pungent chords on the 
violin that become a recurring link in the piece. [There are] tumultuous, cadenza-like solo flights for 
the violin…the music is effective. And as always, Corigliano’s scoring skills are impressive.
 Eight days before the film’s opening in New York, the enterprising Eos Orchestra and Bell, with the 
conductor Jonathan Sheffer, gave the premiere. – Anthony Tommasini, The New York Times, 07/06/1999



Serenade for Strings in C Major, Op. 48, (1880)
Restrained though it is—made so in part, of course, by the restricted instrumentation—the serenade 
is nonetheless full of unmistakable Tchaikovskian melancholy (magically illuminated by George 
Balanchine in his great ballet Serenade of 1934), and many of the rhetorical devices and the techniques 
whereby they are achieved are familiar from Tchaikovsky’s big symphonies. The introduction, 
particularly its dramatic and unexpected reappearance at the end of the first movement, even more its 
interruption of the Finale, is a good example. Characteristic too, and extremely difficult to bring off in 
performance, is the end of the introduction, with its repeated and ever-slower cadence preparing the 
allegro. The link is elegantly made in that the repeated D-E of the melody is carried over to become the 
bass of the allegro.
 The second movement is one of the most gracious of Tchaikovsky’s many waltzes, very happily 
thought out for string orchestra, never more so than when the melody moves into inner voices while 
the first violins create an almost balletic embroidery above. The Elegy’s softly dissonant beginning is 
very beautiful, and throughout, Tchaikovsky’s ear for string sonorities is at its most imaginative. The 
Finale is marked “Tema russo,” and both the melancholy violin tune in the introduction (a Volga boat-
hauling song) and the first dance-like theme of the allegro con spirito are folk material. 
– Michael Steinberg

Clair de Lune (1890), L. 75, (arr. Lipton)
Debussy started work on the Suite Bergamasque around 1890. It is a piano suite of four movements, 
of which the third – “Clair de Lune” – is by far the most popular and most often programmed, here 
orchestrated by Bob Lipton.
 Though music dictionaries trace the term “bergamasque” to rustic dances from the Italian town 
of Bergamo, the sound of “Clair de Lune” is anything but rustic. Its sound is elegant and luminous. 
Moonlight has been an irresistible subject for composers, and this movement is one of its most 
famous evocations – along with Beethoven’s “Moonlight” sonata for piano and the melody from 
Rachmaninoff’s second piano concerto which became the pop song “Full Moon and Empty Arms.” 
What we hear in these four beautiful minutes seems to suspend time and movement – hardly the stuff 
of dance. It remains rooted in its opening key, budging only for an unexpected modulation into E major 
– distant in harmonic terms, but very close on the scale.  – Program Note from Utah Symphony

VIOLIN 
Conrad Harris, Concertmaster

Leah Asher
Daniel Constant
Ling Ling Huang
Ravenna Lipchik

Arthur Moeller
Yuri Namkung

Jessica Park
Suliman Tekalli

Henry Wang
Sarah Zun

VIOL A
William Hakim, Principal

Rose Hashimoto
Beth Meyers

CELLO 
Caleb van der Swaagh, Principal

Niles Luther
Sofia Nowik
Nick Revel

DOUBLE BASS 
Patrick Duff, Principal

Nathaniel Chase

FLUTE 
Beomjae Kim

OBOE 
Arthur Sato

CL ARINET 
Vasko Dukovski

BASSOON 
Damian Primis

HORN
Jason Sugata

TRUMPET 
Kate Amrine

TIMPANI 
Sean Statser

 
PERCUSSION  

Shayna Dunkelman
Britton Matthews

HARP  
Jane Yoon

ENSEMBLE LPR 



MUSIC PAVILION
In 1859 Jacob Wrey Mould, an amateur musician and the architect who designed many of the original structures  
in Central Park, persuaded his wealthy friends to pay for free band concerts at a temporary bandstand in the 
Ramble, and he arranged their musical programs. The first concert, on July 13, included the Festival March 
from Tannhäuser, Mendelssohn’s song, “I would that my Love,” selections from La Traviata and Strauss’s 
Sorgenbrecher Waltz. In the summer of 1860 concerts were transferred to the Mall, and The New York Herald  
reported that the September 22 concert attracted “at least five thousand persons gathered around the 
performers, while outside of these were stationed an immense number of carriages…filled with the beauty and 
fashion of New York.” The overwhelming popularity of the concerts prompted Central Park’s board to finance 
them and to build a permanent Music Pavilion on the west side of the Mall near the Terrace. Mould designed 
the elaborately painted and brightly gilded Moorish-style wooden and cast-iron structure, completed in 1862. 
The Parks Department razed the Music Pavilion in 1923. 
 The Naumburg Bandshell, a gift of Elkan Naumburg ‘to the City of New York and its Music Lovers’, 
replaced in purpose the former structure. Though the Naumburg Bandshell opened on September 29th 
1923, the Art Commission of New York had approved of the change in 1912 and the design of the Bandshell in 
1916. “On the Mall”, composed by Edwin F. Goldman in 1923, to honor Elkan Naumburg, was premiered that 
September afternoon, conducted by Franz Kaltenborn. Astonishingly, during that summer, 959 concerts were 
presented on the Concert Ground, over 400 of which were underwritten by the Parks Department. It was a 
popular place, providing a well-like activity.
 The design of the Bandshell has historic precedents in the Pantheon of Rome, or more closely, the Imperial  
Russian pleasure park’s pavilion at Gatchina Palace, by Vincenzo Brenna, his ‘Eagle Pavilion’ of the 1790’s,  
and the later work of the architect F.G.P. Poccianti, his ‘Cisternone’ at Livorno of 1829-42. It has historic  
precedents for its function in the outdoor theatres and pavilions of Versailles, for example, or the temples  
and ‘eye-catchers’ found in park-like gardens of British country houses such as Stourhead and Stowe. The use 
of European park architecture as a model for what to insert in Central Park was in keeping with Olmsted’s 
design sources and methods of nearly 60 years earlier. The Naumburg Bandshell was set into the Manhattan 
schist hillside, which nestles it, to prevent views being blocked across the Mall and Concert Ground which caused 
an earlier proposal of Carrère & Hastings to be found wanting by 
city and park officials. Thoughtfully, the design also stands centered 
between the two projecting pergola viewing points, and it admirably 
reflects the architect William G. Tachau’s (nephew of Elkan 
Naumburg) own Ecole des Beaux-Arts classicist and historicist 
training. The result was Central Park’s only Neo-Classical building.  
For Central Park, it is also a singular and excellent example of 
the ‘City Beautiful Movement’ in architecture, widely popular 
across America when it was designed.

NAUMBURG ORCHESTRAL CONCERTS 
Thanks Pati Dynes – our Production Stage Manager.  It also thanks our our volunteers:  
Susan Angermeier, Diane De Fazio and Danish Kinariwala.

WQXR PRODUCTION STAFF
Host: Paul Cavalconte   Senior Vice President and General Manager, Music: Shannon Connolly 
Vice President, Programming: Matt Abramovitz   Technical Director: Edward Haber
Recording Engineers: Edward Haber, George Wellington, Noriko Okabe, Bill Siegmund
Senior Producer: Eileen Delahunty   Senior Project Manager: Christine Herskovits
Digital team: Max Fine and Morgan Wynne 

PAUL CAVALCONTE  New Yorkers with broad music tastes know Paul Cavalconte well from 

anchoring weekend mornings on WQXR, his eclectic showcase Cavalcade on WFUV, and most 

recently, his Saturday and Sunday Standards shows on WNYC.  Paul has been a familiar presence 

on New York radio since the 1980s in a variety of formats, and has played Classical music on WNCN 

and SW Networks’ version of the UK’s Classic FM. Paul has also hosted shows in classical, jazz and 

rock for Sirius/XM, and he programs all-vinyl “stations” for iHeartRadio. Paul’s passion for record 

collecting and Hi Fi has a weekly outlet on WQXR, as “Sunday Vinyl” is heard at noon.
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THE MALL, CENTRAL PARK

THE NAUMBURG BANDSHELL AND 
MUSICAL CONCERTS AT THIS SITE

Saturday, May 23, 1874

The double rows of American Elms, planted fourteen years earlier, create a green tunnel. Sunlight filters 

through the canopy of new leaves and throws dappled patterns of light and shade on the gravel walk. It is a 

beautiful day, the Mall is crowded: ladies in voluminous skirts and colorful hats; Irish nurses in bonnets and 

white aprons, pushing baby carriages; gentlemen in frock coats and top hats; a few young clerks in stylish 

broadcloth suits; the children in a variety of dress, miniature versions of their parents. It is a decorous 

crowd; tomorrow - Sunday - is when working people have a holiday and attendance will be even larger.

At the north end of the Mall, on the west side, is the bandstand. Mould has pulled out all the stops for this 

design. The raised platform is covered by a Moorish-style cupola, dark blue and covered with gilt stars. It 

is topped by a sculpture of a lyre. The roof is supported by crimson cast-iron columns. The bandstand is 

unoccupied - the Saturday-afternoon concerts start next month. The annual summer series is so popular 

- up to forty-five thousand people attend - that the park board has provided extra seating and has taken 

the unprecedented step of allowing listeners to sit on the grass. Not everyone admires these free concerts. 

“The barriers and hedges of society for the time being are let down,” sniffs the Times, “unfortunately also a 

few of its decencies are forgotten.” 

The barriers of society are not altogether absent. Across the Mall from the bandstand is a broad concourse 

where the wealthy park their carriages and, separated from the lower orders by a long wisteria arbor, 

listen to the music in comfortable isolation. Beside the concourse stands a large one-story building with a 

swooping tiled roof and deep overhanging eaves. Originally the Ladies Refreshment Stand, it has recently 

been converted into a restaurant called the Casino.

– An excerpt from Witold Rybczynski—A Clearing in the Distance, pp.317-18 in which a letter of Frederick 

Law Olmsted—a principal designer of Central Park is quoted

Central Park has hosted outdoor concerts on the Concert Ground since the park opened in the mid-

nineteenth century.  The site’s design offers great natural beauty and tranquility for those who attend its 

live musical performances. 

This free musical series was established by Elkan Naumburg, a philanthropist and ardent supporter of 

classical music, for the purpose of encouraging and stimulating the public’s interest in symphonic and  

semi-classical music.  Our outdoor summer performances, begun in 1905, are the oldest classical music  

series of its type in the world.  The events now feature promising new classical music talent, with 

many performers being young and often New York based.  The concerts also promote the professional 

development of young composers and conductors, featuring newly commissioned music, and new 

arrangements.

We welcome your support, contributions and suggestions.  We would also like to enlarge our financial 

reserves so that we can both improve and expand our own concert schedule.  So, please feel free to speak 

to one of us at a concert, or write to the [Contacts] on the Naumburg Orchestral Concerts website, 

naumburgconcerts.org.



DONORS LIST
We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts that were most generously donated to the  

Naumburg Orchestral Concerts. 

DISTINGUISHED BENEFACTOR 
The Estate of Philip H. Naumburg 
The Estate of Stephen Naumburg 
The Estate of Walter W. Naumburg

BENEFAC T O R  ($1,000 & above)
The Achelis and Bodman Foundation
Jody & John Arnhold
William L. Bernhard
Bessemer Trust
Stuart M. Bluestone
Joan & David Bright
Lewis & Elizabeth Bryden
Robin Cohn
Andrea & Guillaume Cuvelier
The Gladys Krieble Delmas 
Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Christabel Gough
David L. Hutchinson
Stephen H. Judson
Hess and Helyn Kline Foundation
Christopher W. London
MacDonald-Peterson Foundation
Betsy Naumburg & Carl Hoffman
Gordon Naumburg
Judith E. Naumburg
Mrs. George W. Naumburg, Jr.
The Newburgh Institute
Paulson Family Foundation
The Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels  
 Foundation
Jack Taylor
Tirschwell & Loewy, Inc.

DONOR  ($500 - $999)
J. Dinsmore Adams, Jr.
Elyse Arnow Brill & Joshua I. Arnow
Tom Bernhard & Deborah Goldberg
Françoise Bollack & Tom Killian
Abbe A. Heller
Harriet Kang, MD
Joan & Andrew Landorf
Dr. & Mrs. Roger D. London MD
Mandakini Puri
Susan S. Shine
Cynthia C. Wainwright
Beth & Dustin Wees
Carol Wincenc - in memory of  
 Kay Logan,/Chautauqua Institute

SUPPORTE R  ($250 - $499)
Carol & Robert Abrahams
Caryl H. Baron
Mary J. Bartos
Norman W. Boyd, Jr.
Brian, Emily, Elsa, and Jacob   
 Chojnowski
Sally & Thomas J. Healy, Jr.
Philip & Ellen Heidelberger
Suzanne & Emmanuel Lemakis
Mary Ogorzaly - in memory of  
 Jewel & Hank Ogorzaly
Caroline Schimmel
Peter & Marcy Schuck
Timothy N. Wallach
Daniel Wellner

CONTRIBUTOR  ($100 - $249)
Mark J. Altschuler
Madeline & Stephen Anbinder
Susan Angermeier
Anonymous
Kevin J. Avery
Penelope Bareau
Beatrice Bardin
Richard A. Berman
Charlotte G. Bluestone
Nathan H. Brandt, Jr.
Ellen & Harold Bruck
Richard & Susan Butt
William Cassarini
Alice & G. Peter Clark
John M. Fritz & George Michell
George B Grammer
Marc F. Haller
Barbara & Ray Hamel
Carol Headley - In memory of  
 Richard J. Headley
Diane & Ralph Heiman
Gloria Herman
Malcolm & Anne Holderness
IBM Corporation
Sarah Jackson
Kenneth L. Johnson
Linda C. Jones
Drs. Nadine & Leo Keegan
Barbara L. Klett
Mark Lebwohl, MD
Marilyn & Ross Lowell
Mary Lublin
Katrina Maxtone-Graham
William McCauley
Don Meris & Hal Bromm
Denise Mourges – in honor of A.A. 
Athenson
Marjorie Naughton
Bruce Mekul
Elizabeth W. Milner
John T. Moran
Lucinda Morgenthau
Michael Naess - In memory of  
 Michael R. Naess
Philip H. Naumburg Jr.
Marjorie Naughton
Morton Needelman
Janet Nelson
Manuel Norat
Jeanne Pape
Myrna K. Payne
Sarah Phillips
Judy Potash
Ronald & Rose Salyk – In memory of  
 Meroslow Salyk
Stephen Salyk & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Sanger
Tahlia N. & Troy Sayers
Gloria & Gerald Scorse
Nora & John O. Toolan
Judith Waksberg & Philip Genty
Miryam R. Wasserman
Mary E. Wolinski
Marilyn M. Wolf
James E. G. Zetzel
Barbara Zucker-Pinchoff, MD

FR I E ND  ($40 - $99)
Abrams Family
Nan Ahern
Renee Albert
Bill & Marilyn Alper
Jean Artesi
Elizabeth Ashby
Susan M. Barrow
Elizabeth A. Brewer
Leonard & Joanne Brumberg
Anita Bushell
Delores Cepada
Berton M. Chernizer
Gladys M. Comeau-Morales
Joseph D. Cooper
Mark & Lauren Curato
Shirley Dorfman
Charles R. Drew
Joyce & Klaus Eppler
Elaine R. Fenton, PhD.
Carol R. Fitze
Nancy Foner & Peter M Swerdloff
Ruth French
Zoe Gravitz
Mary B. Heller
Fletcher Hodges III
Joseph S. Huennekens
Gislaine Huttinot
Carolyn Jacobs
Willys & Stephen Kals
Edna M. Konoff
Liliane M. Krauss
Clifford M. Krinsky
Barbara Kushner
George Labalme, Jr.
Thomas S. Larson
Marie-Helene Lecour
Jean E. Luminello
Steven Mahlan
John & Mary McAuliffe
Marilyn S. Miller
Marion Ockens
Linda Ann Pelc
Stanley H. Perlman
Aron Portnoy
Selma Raynor
Heidi Riegler
Bernhard & Michele Ryding
Sarajane Sacks
Erwin S. Schaub
E. Schiff & R. Schwartz
Barbara J. Schnoor
Marlene Schoen
Lynne & Harry Schwartz
Mary & Steven Schwartz
Lynn Sexton & Michael Duran
Lilian Sicular
Manny & Stella Silberberg
Alison Sky
Beverly Moss Spatt
Astrid Spector
Judith S. Stecher
Robert Stevenson
Judith Wands
Alex G. Webster
Anastasia White
Janet & Peter White
Virginia Wilson & Michael Crabbe
Anthony C. Wood
Wanda Zebroski

updated 4 June 2018 - please do contact 
us with any corrections.



We hope you enjoy tonight’s musical performance presented by the Naumburg  
Orchestral Concerts.  We need your support in order to help fund these concerts.   

Please either stop at the reception desk on the Concert Ground to donate or join our  
mailing list,  or visit our website to learn how to donate online or join our email list:

naumburgconcerts.org 

FROM E.B. WHITE’S HERE IS NEW YORK, 1949
Another hot night I stop off at the band concert in the Mall in Central Park. The people seated on the benches 

fanned out in front of the band shell are attentive, appreciative. In the trees the night wind sings, bringing 

leaves to life, endowing them with speech; the electric lights illuminate the green branches from the under side, 

translating them into a new language. On a bench directly in front of me, a boy sits with his arm around his girl; 

they are proud of each other and are swathed in music. The cornetist steps forward for a solo, begins, “Drink 

to me only with thine eyes …” In the wide, warm night the horn is startlingly pure and magical. Then from 

the North River another horn solo begins-the “Queen Mary” announcing her intentions. She is not on key; 

she is a half tone off. The trumpeter in the bandstand never flinches. The horns quarrel savagely, but no one 

minds having the intimation of travel injected into the pledge of love. “I leave,” sobs Mary. “And I will pledge 

with mine,” sighs the trumpeter. Along the asphalt paths strollers pass to and fro: they behave considerately, 

respecting the musical atmosphere. Popsicles are moving well. In the warm grass beyond the fence, forms 

wriggle in the shadows, and the skirts of girls approaching on the Mall are ballooned by the breeze, and their 

bare shoulders catch the lamplight. “Drink to me only with thine eyes.” It is a magical occasion, and it’s all free.

Judith E. Naumburg, Chair & Treasurer  •  Christopher W. London, President  •  Thomas J. Healy, Jr., Vice President  •  
Gordon Naumburg, Secretary  •  William L. Bernhard  •  Stuart M. Bluestone  •  Joan H. Bright
Elizabeth M. Bryden  •  Robin Cohn •  Susan Shine  •  Carol Wincenc  

EMERITUS BOARD MEMBERS 
Elizabeth C. Minnigh  •  Susan Morgenthau  •  Mrs. George W. Naumburg Jr.

Funding derives partially from the Walter W. Naumburg Memorial Fund, from our own endowment, and grants  
from several foundations. But, we could not present our quality of programs without generous contributions from the 
Donors and our board.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Please make checks payable to Naumburg Orchestral Concerts, Inc. and mail to: Naumburg  
Orchestral Concerts c/0 C.W. London, 300 Central Park West, #18H, New York, NY 10024-1513

The Naumburg Orchestral Concerts is a non-profit corporation.  To obtain a copy of its most recent financial report,  
please write to: New York State Department of Law, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, 3rd Floor, New York, NY  10271.

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS CONTINUED

Friend  $40 - $99                   Contributor  $100 - $249                  Supporter   $250 - $499                  

Donor  $500 - $999                  Benefactor  $1,000 & above

cut along the dotted line

YES!  I want to support the Naumburg Orchestral Concerts in Central Park.   
Enclosed is my tax-deductible contribution:


